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Abstract: Video surveillance system has become a critical part in the security and protection system of 
modem cities, since smart monitoring cameras equipped with intelligent video analytics techniques can 
monitor and pre-alarm abnormal behaviors or events. But, we are still lacking of detection in security 
system even though well doing in detection. Let we try with some ideas to improve the performance for 
security alertness. Continuous capturing of surveillance camera to record the movement of physical 
motion. The main place of cities (railway station, banks, hospitals) there is a possibility of robbery, 
murder, theft etc., might be happened. To control their misbehavior as much possible by live recording 
with image detection and scanning, if any abnormal activities may happened it gives the signal to 
monitoring center, and regular people image and details are put into the database for their convenience 
.,if new people arrival also put into database for identification, the database entry is live storage 
collection In this, we want to store large amount of video data from various surveillance cameras and 
fast retrieval of data, so we use big data to store the data and it acts a back end. Then, we use the 
Monitoring camera as front end. There are three parts in this paper: (i) Detecting the Abnormal 
Behavior.  (ii) Smart Storage of video data and easy Retrieval. (iii) Alert Signal to the Respected 
Authorities. Detection of abnormal behavior can be done by Spatio-Temporal Algorithm. If smart 
monitoring camera exists, then the security will be more. 
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Introduction: The world is running technological era. At the same time, the security is the matters. 
Security camera is one such modern technology which has proved to be a boon for 90% of the 
population by combating crimes. The biggest advantage with surveillance cameras is that they provide a 
sense of security to people. It has gained immense popularity as an effective security measure, thanks to 
plethora of benefits it offers. Even more the mischief makers try to be their best, because they can see an 
eye watching them and they are aware that they might be caught red-handed. So, the Security camera 
will be very useful. Here we get some ideas for providing to make security alertness in a strong way. Our 
idea is to detect the abnormal behavior by smart video surveillance. The data received by the smart 
camera are stored with database and send the current position of video by giving some alert signal to 
monitoring center. The normal and abnormal behavior is varied by using the method of object tracking 
with spatial features algorithm. The Big data provides large storage space for data base which are needed 
by smart cameras. Smart cameras can be accessed to determine whether the signal send normally or 
send with warning signal through the platform of Internet of things. 
 
Existing Problems 
There are 2 major problems present security camera.  
(i) It only acts as a proof. 
(ii) Storage of video data.: Nowadays, the crime rates are very high. The crimes include murder, child 
abducting, robbery etc., are happening around us. Footage from security cameras can help you make 
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correct and fair decisions when settling disputes, both in domestic as well as professional scenarios. 
From the above all, it only acts as a proof for the crime. There will be lot of video data collected from 
various cameras. The data have to be arranged in convenient and compact manner. There will be lot of 
video data collected from various cameras. The data have to be arranged in convenient and compact 
manner. The arrangement of data is very tedious process. 
 
Solution: The above problems can be solved by pre alarm method, If there is an alert message or alarm 
at the time of abnormal activities, it is easy to caught the person red handed. So, the pre-alarm 
technique should be implemented. When the abnormal activities are captured by security camera, the 
alert message should reach the respected authorities. 
    Another major problem is the storage of Video data. It can be solved by using big data. Big data help 
us to store large amount of data. 
 
Proposed System: To make better use of surveillance video data, we present a methodology to 
maximize the role of smart cameras in surveillance system. First of all, an abnormal behavior database is 
established for smart cameras, in order to store and manage the warnings in emergency. Secondly, 
surveillance videos are stored selectively according to the warning information, which substantially 
reduces storage space. At last, when video evidences are needed in some cases, those associated with 
abnormal behaviors are traced and accessed preferentially.  
 
Modules: 
Detection of Abnormal Behavior: Over the recent years, detecting human beings in a video scene of a 
surveillance system is attracting more attention due to its wide range of applications in abnormal event 
detection, human gait characterization, person counting in a dense crowd, person identification, gender 
classification, fall detection for elderly people, etc. 
 
The scenes obtained from a surveillance video are usually with low resolution. Most of the scenes 
captured by a static camera are with minimal change of background. Objects in the outdoor surveillance 
are often detected in far field. Most existing digital video surveillance systems rely on human observers 
for detecting specific activities in a real-time video scene. However, there are limitations in the human 
capability to monitor simultaneous events in surveillance displays. Hence, human motion analysis in 
automated video surveillance has become one of the most active and attractive research topics in the 
area of computer vision and pattern recognition. 
 
Spatio-temporal-based methods are better in accuracy where noise is less as they consider motion in a 
holistic way. These methods showed promising results in unusual event detection scenarios, and they 
are good in terms of computational time. Recently, a new texture descriptor and hysteresis 
thresholding-based object detection technique has been introduced by Lai et al. which shows better 
performance than traditional MoG in challenging conditions such as illumination, shadow- and motion-
induced problems. …the resident fails to manually switch off the appliances consuming power, the 
proposed system can be used to turn them off, thus saving power. 
 
Abnormal behavior is usually based on the activities which include area covering, velocity and distance 
occupied. Velocity (v, d, s) where v is velocity, s area, d is orientation of space. The area of abnormal 
behavior is detected by Euclid distance vector and sum of all area. 
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Clutter Model: It is a method to find the abnormal behavior detection with some kind modules. It can 
be defined as the formulae of 
P=P1/P2; Q=Q1/Q2; 
Where 
     P1=actual abnormal alarms, 
     P2=abnormal frames detected, 
     Q1= number of actual alarms, 
     Q2= number of detected alarms. 
 
Use of Big Data:  'Big Data' is a term used to describe collection of data that is huge in size and yet 
growing exponentially with time. In short, such a data is so large and complex that none of the 
traditional data management tools are able to store it or process it efficiently. 
 
The data base is based on big data for storing and retrieval of large amount of data. It stores the data of 
analyzed and current detection with and without alarming signal. If any defects in smart camera 
,abnormal behavior the data store with warning information which retrieving within a second to go 
further action by controller. Spatial database provides space and time based storage collection with low 
cost. In database collection queries may be a matrix hashing, cloud storing to enable the storage 
collection with high speed. At some frequent amount of time the data get transformed to human 
understandable format to the user. The concept behind the big data is mongo database, HADOOP to 
enhance the database connectivity. Here we go with the spatial or mongo Database for storage of data 
collection. 
 

Alert Signal to the Respected Authorities: Alert messaging (or alert notification) is machine-to-
person communication that is important or time sensitive. An alert may be a calendar reminder or a 
notification of a new message. Here, when the abnormal activities are detected the alert message will be 
sent to the respected authorities. 
 

 
 
Working of Camera: The working of security camera includes the abnormal detection and then gives 
the alert signal. The streaming video is an input. . The alert signal to the respected authority is the 
output signal. 
 
The streaming video which is the unsupervised and so, the unsupervised anomaly detection method is 
used to find the abnormal activities. The alarm information of unusual behaviors, which is captured by 
front-end smart cameras, is used to construct the abnormal behavior database. The abnormal behavior 
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database will provide the metadata for the subsequent analysis. The descriptive information provided by 
metadata includes the type of monitoring site and unusual behavior, name of monitoring site, ID of 
smart camera, time of abnormal behaviour occurring, time of abnormal behavior ending, index of 
surveillance video, snapshot or video clip of associated behavior. If the surveillance video contains high-
risk abnormal behaviors, like suspicious faces and fast movement around financial institutions 
especially, its preservation period should be extended. If a crime is committed in or near the spot and 
recorded by smart cameras, this video should be preserved forever in case of being checked and 
recorded in the future. The abnormal activity can be detected using spatio temporal algorithm. When 
the event is considered to be an abnormal, then the alert signal begins. 
 

 
 
Future Enhancement: If the above said ideas will implement, it provide the most believable security 
system to the specific areas. 
This system can also be embedded with Internet of Things for more reliable performance such that it 
can be used on Country borders. 
 
Conclusion: The traditional system only provides evidence for the crime. This system provides to make 
full use of detected and alarmed events by smart monitoring cameras when the above system came into 
existence, the security will be better. Meanwhile, the surveillance video data relevant to specific cases 
will be scaled down, which will greatly improve the efficiency for discovering valuable investigation 
clues. Several practical cases demonstrate that our approach outperforms the existing solutions. 
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